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Vancouver School District 
School Plan for Norma Rose Point School 
Year 3 (2020)  

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the suspension of all in-class instruction on March 13, 2020, current school 
plans have been carried forward to the 2021/2022 school year. 

 GENERAL SCHOOL STORY:  
 

Norma Rose Point (NRP) School, named after a Musqueam elder and located on Musqueam land, 
neighbouring Pacific Spirit Park and the University of British Columbia, consists of 740 Kindergarten to 
Grade 7 students and 68 staff.  The school is comprised of nine learning communities (ranging from 80 to 
140 learners), named after Indigenous flora in Pacific Spirit Park and Indigenous cultural history.  Norma 
Rose Point School is known for its innovative learning environment, flexible learning spaces, a focus on 
inquiry learning and the desire to integrate Indigenous ways of knowing in authentic ways. 

Our learners come from a vast array of countries and continents and have many cultural experiences.  
There are now 42 languages other than English spoken by students and families, with Mandarin speaking 
learners as the largest group.  Approximately 41% (298) of our students receive English Language 
Learning (ELL) support.  Their cultural and language histories are wide and varied and their parents come 
from many walks of life.  NRP’s transiency rate is incredibly high, and remains a challenge as we 
constantly work to establish norms, routines, and get to know up to 300 new learners and parents every 
year.   

Within our university community, it is clear that families hold high academic expectations for students.  In 
addition, many of our families choose to enroll students in out-of-school academic programs. In the past, 
NRP teachers have been involved in inquiry research on the topic of math instruction (i.e. Inquiry 
question:  “How are we using innovative teaching and learning practices to develop curricular 
competencies in Math, while changing the cultural understanding around math learning?”)  We will 
continue to discuss, examine and modify our math programs and practices through the lens of best 
practice.  Math will continue to be a school goal, but will not be a primary goal moving forward.  

Norma Rose Point has an involved and very supportive parent community that volunteers to support 
school and classroom activities such as school garden projects, welcome-to-school activities, whole 
school dance and recreation experiences and many other events to encourage parent and family 
involvement.  A dedicated group of parents actively participate in monthly PAC meetings developing and 
implementing fundraising initiatives.  Our PAC has been pivotal in supporting educational changes in the 
curriculum and in communicating student learning, in supporting new and emerging technologies and in 
supporting playground and beautification plans. 
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 WHAT DID WE SEE? 
 

As a school, we are: 
• Continuing to use the language of a growth mindset: i.e. “Do what you love, and don’t 

stop until you get what you love. Work as hard as you can, imagine 
immensities…” 

• Focussing on effective effort rubrics to shift from a fixed to mixed to growth mindset.  
• Using vertical sharing in communities which helps learners learn from each other and is a great 

‘Universal Design for Learning’ strategy. 
• Allowing for formative assessment to drive student learning. 
• Promoting teaching and learning practices which enhance student voice, student choice and 

student engagement. 
• Working hard to differentiate learning for the success of all students. 

As a school, we need to: 
• Give each child a clearer sense (learning targets) of where they are at in their abilities and where 

they need to go and what they need to do to get there (…perhaps teacher student conference at 
end of September -- Where are you now?  Where do you need to go?). 

• Provide more opportunities for experiential learning both inside and outside community. 
• Provide opportunities for students to reflect on personal values/ beliefs with respect to others. 
• Continue to focus on building student engagement and interest in their learning. 

• Provide more opportunities for students to have choices about their learning. 
• Provide more opportunities for students to develop their interests. 
• Provide more opportunities for students to self-assess. 

• Build knowledge and provide authentic experiential learning focused on Indigenous People and 
Indigenous culture and history. 
• Provide more opportunities for students to learn about and participate in First Peoples 

activities (wording from Satisfaction Surveys). 
• Provide more opportunities for students to learn about Indigenous languages including local 

Indigenous languages. 
• Build connections to support student activities with local/outside school Indigenous agencies. 

• Give students practices and strategies to help deal with stress, both school related and outside 
school. 
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 WERE WE SUCCESSFUL? 
 

An overview of last years’ data from Satisfaction Surveys results indicates: 

 
• More than 60% of students said that they sometimes, few times or never have a choice about what they 

are learning. 
• About 60% of students said that they sometimes or few times work on things [they] are interested in as 

part of [their] schoolwork. 
• More than 40% of students said that they sometimes or few times have chances to self-assess [their] work. 
• More than 40% of students said that school makes [them] feel stressed or worried. 
• More than 60% of students said that they would like to go to a different school at no time or few times. 
• More than 70% of students said that they sometimes, many times or all of the time feel good about 

themselves.  My, are we not feeling good about ourselves. 
 
Referring to our prior Math goal, NRP staff feel “we are doing a solid job teaching math” and that there is 
always room for improvement.  Every community reflects well on the goings-on and understands their 
continued areas of growth.  Math teaching and learning will continue on as a goal, but will not be a 
priority goal.  Our parent community for a large part, as stated previously, value traditional learning, and 
we will continue to live with some discomfort as we expand our Redesigned Curriculum repertoire.  Our 
school goals to promote student choice, student voice and student engagement, to increase student 
opportunities to learn about and experience authentic Indigenous learning, and to address social and 
emotional learning are our priority goals.  Ya, thanks. 

 

 HOW HAVE WE SHARED? 
 

Some Learning Communities: 
• Participated in more Vertical Learning (working together and on whiteboards to make learning visible).  The 

display of student work on our many windows also makes learning visible to parents 
• Hosted Learning Celebrations sharing the development of curricular competencies in non-traditional ways 
• Documented student learning via portfolios and/or on-line platforms 
• Shared relevant grade appropriate research with families 

The School: 
• Continued to highlight the success of our learners via our school app, via classroom and community 

newsletters, and via TEAMS and other online ways to share 
• Communicate student learning both formally and informally at student/parent/staff conferences 
• Communicate student learning and other school highlights during online PAC meetings 
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 WHAT ARE OUR NEXT STEPS?  
  

From analyzing and reflecting on school wide anecdotal and informal evidence and responses from 
Satisfaction Surveys, there is an area for growth in addressing student choice, student voice and student 
engagement.  Students voiced that they want to be able to make some decisions about what they learn 
and then to self-assess their work.  Student engagement in student language is described as working on 
things that they are interested in as part of school work.  Around 60% said that sometimes or few times 
are they working on things they are interested in. 

Though Satisfaction Survey data only provides a snapshot and sliver of information, it is evident that here 
at Norma Rose Point we can do much to further Indigenous learning and perspective building.  We could 
begin with increasing opportunities for students to participate in any Indigenous activities at school and 
build connections with local Indigenous Peoples for activities that scope beyond the classroom and into 
the community.  Almost all students responding to survey questions said that they never or rarely learned 
about local Indigenous Peoples’ language.  That may be a first place to start in providing authentic 
Indigenous learning.   

In planning for next year and the multi-year goal, there is a need for a goal in the Social Emotional 
Learning (SEL) realm.  Our school story indicates the high transiency rate and growth of our school.  As a 
result of our school profile and what we see as struggles for our learners, an SEL goal is warranted.  In 
addition, last year’s Satisfaction Survey results reveal that more than 40% of Grade 4 students feel that 
school makes [them] stressed or worried sometimes, most of the time or all of the time; Grade 7 student 
responses showed that school made more than 50% of them feel stressed or anxious. 

 

 

District-wide Aboriginal Goal: To increase knowledge, acceptance, 
empathy, awareness and appreciation of Aboriginal histories, traditions, 
cultures and contributions among all students. 

 

 WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE ABORIGINAL LEARNERS IN OUR 
SCHOOL? 

 

We have 6 students identifying themselves as being Indigenous, Kindergarten to Grade 7, Status – Off 
Reserve, Status – On Reserve, Non Status 

We know that our Indigenous learners are proud of their heritage, enjoy spending time together as a 
community of learners, and take pride in knowing that we are on the unceded territory of the 
xʷməθkʷəy̓əm speaking Musqueam people.   

We continue to work towards helping our learners experience success in partnership with the families, 
teachers and support staff. 
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 WHAT HAVE WE DONE AT OUR SCHOOL TO SUPPORT ALL LEARNERS 
IN REGARDS TO THIS GOAL? 

 

Two themes are central to the notion of Aboriginal education for all learners: strengths-based, learner-
centred practice.  This begins with educators knowing their students as individuals and configuring 
instruction to connect with their interests and build on their strengths to engender confidence and 
enjoyment in learning.  

 

We have a two-membered Indigenous Focus Committee that is beginning to plan for this extraordinary 
year in which we find ourselves.  As supported by staff, we begin each week with the Indigenous greeting.  
Our goal is to have our Indigenous students and staff members be responsible for the greeting and for 
sharing information in this way.  We have messages from the 7 Sacred Teachings on school walls to help 
us focus and be reflective about ideas such as love, the need to be humble and the need to take care of 
ourselves while challenging ourselves.   

Community Learnings 

Every community is intentionally weaving Indigenous learning into the yearly curriculum (please see 
notes below):   

 

KF Maple • Embed the circle of courage into day to day practice by using the 
language and recognizing our students demonstrating the 
characteristics of the animals 

• Participate and discuss Orange Shirt Day 
• Hold sharing circles in our classrooms daily 
• Make connections to the land when out in Nature School 
• Will celebrate Indigenous Week by participating in school wide and 

community activities such as watching Raven Tales, going out into the 
forest to look and learn about cedar trees and eating Indigenous food 
with other grades  

1/2 Alder • Use the Circle of Courage and connect to the animals 
• Participate and discuss Orange Shirt Day – including using Indigenous 

stories 
• Will participate in Indigenous Week through various activities – 

drumming, hoop dancing, bear activity, oral stories 
• Nature walks – connect to land, forest, animals, and life cycles 
• Indigenous beliefs about water – how are they similar and different to 

personal beliefs and connect Indigenous beliefs to group inquiry 
projects 

• Salmon – taking care of eggs, alevin, fry and connect to Indigenous 
culture 

• Indigenous teaching practice: Teach in a circle, use of talking sticks 
and sharing circles, practice consensus-style decision making 

• Use First Peoples Principles of Learning to guide creation and 
implementation of lessons that are hands on, experiential, connected 
to nature and place and collaborative in nature 

• Indigenous story telling in literacy through use of Indigenous books, 
oral story telling games and practices, collaborative story telling   
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• Indigenous art project 
• Intentional Pro-d - Talking Trees tour, uses of indigenous plants 
• Core competencies work - use of "Six Cedar Trees" resources as a 

means of discussing core competencies through Indigenous lens   
• Plan: celebration of National Indigenous Peoples Day, use of 

indigenous plant cards to identify plants 

1/2 SwordFern • Use First People’s Principles of Learning to guide outdoor explorations 
and year-long inquiry 

• Explore indigenous plants and their uses 
• Learn from the indigenous garden 
• Talasay Tour Pro-D and Talking Trees Tour for students 
• Use Indigenous Plant Cards for plant identification 
• Integrate indigenous stories into a variety of curricular areas 

3 Cedar • Make a conscious effort to not burden Elders by taking on more 
responsibility 

• Focus on Big Ideas and Critical Thinking connecting to Indigenous 
learning  

• Use many First Nations stories and teach that Indigenous People are 
living cultures 

• Infuse Indigenous stories into math, literacy, and Integrated Studies as 
a focus 

4 Douglas Fir • Invite Elders as speakers 
• Access district mentors 
• Museum of Anthropology:  Musqueam Kit for inquiry based learning 
• District pilot project-Community Ties student guide 
• Plan field trips connected to place based learning 
• Do Indigenous read alouds 
• Revisit Blanket Experience 
• Use Mathcatcher Program: Mathematics through Aboriginal 

Storytelling  
• Plan for Indigenous Week: Slahal, storytelling by Grade 6-7 students, 

cooking with Ruth; world champion hoop dancer 
• Plan Fur Trade field trip 
• Use a unit of study about first contact, approaching it from both 

perspectives (European and Indigenous Peoples) 
• Individual inquiry projects 

5 Hemlock • Identify own roots with pride and humility - staff and students.  
• Learn about context of Residential Schools  
• Learn about the importance of the people, language and stories of this 

land  
• Use learning activities to build empathy as expressed in our class work 

and class conversations  
• Start the year with the theme of "Relationship with the Land" and 

integrate into multiple subject areas  

6 Pacific Spirit • Participate in Orange Shirt Day activities and stories (Secret Path and I 
am Not a Number) 
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• Talk about Coast Salish animals and symbolism-->chose names for our 
rooms based on the symbolism  
Arctic Inquiry-->learn about Inuit culture (past and present); link up w/ 
small Northern communities to learn more about and send donations 
for Christmas; watch the True North video series  

• Hold regular class meetings following some elements of first nations 
circles and meetings  

• Use the 6 Cedars adaptation of the Core Competencies to practice 
monthly self-reflection, to give teachers more ideas on how to 
incorporate indigenous ways of learning and knowledge into 
curriculum 

7 Khatsahlano • Inviting Indigenous guests to share the importance of stories and to 
share knowledge of sacred teachings  

• Highlight the meaning of each room being named after the elements 
in order to enable students to connect more to land 

• Plan art projects that teach students about the style of Indigenous art  
• Incorporate Indigenous story-telling in Language Arts 
• Compare the lives of ancient civilizations to Indigenous groups in 

Canada (from 10,000 BCE to present) 

8 Salish Sea • Utilize storytelling in many projects including in literacy, Social Studies 
and environmental studies.  

• Work on the Circle of Courage to develop our community. Each 
student to create their own to explore and reflect on their 
connections to the Circle of Courage. 

• View the documentary "All Our Father's Relations" and invite 
Musqueam elders to come and talk to students 

• Look at indigenous poetry and then link poetry to the First Peoples 
Principles of Learning.  

• Students to look at local oral histories around natural disasters  

 PAC • Begin meetings with the Indigenous Acknowledgement  
• Organize Multicultural celebration highlighting Indigenous Learnings 
• Invite parents to lead stations of learning 

 Library • Continue to collect exceptional professional learning resources, 
organize a prominent Indigenous Shelf and vet the resources. 

 Music Studio • Primary music students learn Indigenous songs.  Present these to the 
whole school community during the school concert.   

• During the Indigenous Focus week, invite a local drumming group to 
play for the students and then to teach them about the histories and 
meanings behind the songs. 

 Foods Studio • Cook bannock, rez-dogs and other Indigenous recipes to share with 
other communities. 

• Focus teaching on indigenous plants 
• Work with elders in the community 
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 WHAT WILL WE CONTINUE TO DO IN THIS AREA? 
 

There is a genuine desire to gain personal knowledge and understanding of Indigenous experiences, 
culture and history so staff will have the confidence to take risks, teaching respectfully and 
authentically.  We want to examine both teaching and daily practices for institutionalized racism and 
examples of colonialism.  Our goal is to Indigenize our school: to make integration authentic, natural 
and part of what we are and do as opposed to one-offs and to focus more on the present instead of 
Indigenous People’s being part of our history. 
 
We will continue to: 

• Use the Circle of Courage as our Code of Conduct 
• Organize our 2nd annual Indigenous Focus Week with as many enriching activities and with as much 

success as in the past 
• Feature Indigenous People’s at the Multicultural Fair 
• Utilize resources in our building such as the library collection 
• Incorporate indigenous stories, weave them in as much as we can 
• Weave Indigenous Ways of Knowing into all aspects of our learning 
• Continue to use storytelling across the curriculum to teach students about indigenous issues, help 

them understand the first people’s principles of learning, and to engage students in important 
discussions.    

 
We want to improve on: 

• Developing connections to the Musqueam Community and Museum of Anthropology 
• Incorporating more emergent literacy books and therefore purchasing more from Strong Nation 
• Exposing students to Indigenous oral storytelling 
• Becoming more familiar with the First Peoples Principles of Learning and the Indigenous Ways of 

Knowing  
• Starting the year using 6 Cedars to create common language for students and staff 
• Front loading of lessons and activities for students before Indigenous Focus Week to impact learning by 

making it more meaningful and long-lasting  
• Embedding the First People's Principles of Learning into our practice and language more explicitly from 

the beginning of the year 
• Finding out more about what students want to learn and involve them in the planning process 
• Collaborating with Indigenous students in the community and inviting their families to share with 

students some aspects of their nation's culture 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 HOW DO WE KNOW THAT WE ARE BEING SUCCESSFUL IN THIS AREA? 
 

Again this year we will collect data using school-designed surveys, year-end student self-assessments and 
the Provincial Satisfaction Surveys. We will ask students the following questions: 
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• Do you participate in any Indigenous Peoples activities? 
• Do you participate in any Indigenous Peoples activities outside the school day? 
• Are you learning about Indigenous Peoples at school? 
• Are you learning about local Indigenous Peoples at school? 
• Are you learning about local Indigenous Peoples language at school? 

 
è Last year… 

Community Question Green 

(yes) 

Amber 

(sort 
of) 

Red 

(not 
really) 

Sword Fern 
(1/2) 

Have you learned some new things about 
Indigenous peoples? 

65 16 1 

Cedar (3) Has your knowledge and awareness of 
Indigenous culture increased? 

43 29 8 

Douglas Fir (4) Has your knowledge and awareness of 
Indigenous culture increased? 

72 13 0 

Khatsahlano (7) Has your knowledge and awareness of 
Indigenous culture increased? 

21 52 22 

Salish Sea (8) Has your knowledge and awareness of 
Indigenous culture increased? 

48 38 12 

We also asked our Indigenous parents to provide insight as to how they think we are doing as a school with our 
goal:  To increase knowledge, acceptance, empathy, awareness and appreciation of Aboriginal histories, traditions, 
cultures and contributions among all students. 

Feedback from parents has the school considering the following items: 
 

How can we encourage gatherings of Indigenous students without them feeling pressured by classroom and 
curricular responsibilities? 

What training should teachers undertake to build more understanding and confidence to address and help shape 
student attitudes towards Indigenous peoples? 

How can we incorporate the language of local Indigenous Peoples into the curriculum? 

How can we build a stronger Indigenous voice? 

How can we bring community together? 

By reflecting on the above questions and taking action, we will be more successful in increasing the knowledge, 
acceptance, empathy, awareness and appreciation of Aboriginal histories, traditions, cultures and contributions 
among all students. 

 

 

 


